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Jean-Yves Le Drian, President of the Conference of Peripheral Maritime Regions (CPMR) 
addressed today a letter to Lionel Barber, Editor of the Financial Times
series of articles published last week on EU cohesion policy and the way the structural 
funds are being spent. 
 
“As President of the Conference of Peripheral Maritime 
regions located away from Europe’s main centre, I can testify that the effects of cohesion policy have 
been outstanding in our territories
Turku, than in Frankfurt, Paris or London.” 
 
For the President of CPMR, although the efficiency of public funding always suffers from 
mistakes and even, regrettably, abuses, the structural funds are tightly controlled in order 
to successfully limit them. “If you were to suppress the controls, the money would be spent faster 
for sure, but it certainly would not be for the better use.” 
 
At the end of the letter, Jean-Yves Le Drian also insisted on the role of regional authorities 
in adapting structural funds to local reality. “
complexity and delay. But it is also a guarantee of local efficiency and democracy. I am not 
convinced that the cohesion objective would be better served by the Member State
concluded. 
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